Goblet cells are a requirement for the diagnosis of intestinal metaplasia of the stomach. The gastric mucosa is lined by a monolayer of columnar epithelium with some specialization at the crypts, but there are no goblet cells in normal gastric epithelium. The appearance of goblet cells in gastric epithelium is an indicator of potential malignant progression toward adenocarcinoma. Therefore, in vivo three-dimensional imaging of goblet cells is essential for diagnoses of a premalignant stage of gastric cancers called intestinal metaplasia. We used mouse intestine, which has goblet cells, as a model of intestinal metaplasia. One-photon confocal fluorescence endomicroscopy and two-photon fluorescence endomicroscopy are employed for 3-D imaging of goblet cells. The penetration depth, the sectioning ability, and the photobleaching information of imaging are demonstrated. Both endomicroscopy techniques can three-dimensionally observe goblet cells in mouse large intestine and achieve an imaging depth of 176 m. The two-photon fluorescence endomicroscopy shows higher resolution and contrast of the imaging sections at each depth. In addition, two-photon fluorescence endomicroscopy also has advantages of sectioning ability and less photobleaching. These results prove that two-photon fluorescence endomicroscopy is advantageous in diagnoses of a premalignant stage of gastric cancers.
Endomicroscopy, which has a miniaturized probe, can be guided through a human gastrointestinal tract and view gross cell structures of internal organs. The technology is an important progression in the armamentarium for detecting gas-trointestinal cancers at an early stage. [1] [2] [3] It is envisioned that real-time in vivo endomicroscopy will allow clinicians to detect otherwise undetectable gastrointestinal tract lesions by standard white-light endoscopy and allow precise targeting for biopsy. It is notable that there are limitations with current biopsy due to artifacts introduced by the biopsy procedure that could be overcome with real-time endomicroscopy. [4] [5] [6] Correa hypothesized that intestinal metaplasia of the stomach is a premalignant lesion of gastric cancer and that this would be the earliest indicator of potential malignant progression to gastric cancer. 7, 8 A histopathological criterion of intestinal metaplasia is the presence of goblet cells. Goblet cells are normally found in the epithelial layer of the colon and intestine but not in the normal stomach. The occurrence of goblet cells in the columnar epithelium of the stomach is pathognomonic for intestinal metaplasia. 7, 8 The capability of endomicroscopy to three-dimensionally image goblet cells is important for the detection of early lesions, which would allow patients to be enrolled in screening programs for the early detection of gastric cancer. Here, we use mouse intestine as a model of intestinal metaplasia due to the presence of many goblet cells.
In this letter, one-photon confocal fluorescence endomicroscopy ͑OPFE͒ and two-photon fluorescence endomicroscopy ͑TPFE͒ are employed for 3-D imaging of goblet cells. The penetration depth, the sectioning ability, and the photobleaching information of imaging are demonstrated to show the capability of OPFE and TPFE in 3-D imaging of goblet cells for diagnoses of a premalignant stage of gastric cancers.
The OPFE system ͑FIVE, Optiscan Pty. Ltd.͒ uses a single-mode fiber coupler to deliver 488-nm continuous-wave ͑CW͒ laser beam to a sample and collect the one-photon excited fluorescence signal for imaging. The OPFE system is a confocal microscopy system where the core of the singlemode fiber acts as a pinhole. This OPFE has been used for 3-D viewing of human and mouse gastrointestinal system in vivo and for differentiating epithelial gaps and goblet cells. 9, 10 The TPFE system employs a length of double-clad fiber ͑DCF͒ to deliver near-inftrared ͑NIR͒ laser pulses to a sample and collect two-photon-excited fluorescence signal through the inner cladding of the DCF for imaging. 11 This TPFE device has been applied for fast and clear 3-D imaging of animal tissues with a large field of view, 11 which cannot be achieved by other TPFE geometry. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Fluorescein is soluble in water and safe to be used in humans. The body's vascular system carries fluorescein to the whole body. Fluorescein is absorbed by epithelial cells from the bloodstream. Most cells will then be visualized due to fluorescein in their cytoplasm. Goblet cells are seen as dark ovoid structures due to the mucin contained in their cytoplasm that displaces the fluorescein. The 3-D imaging of goblet cells by OPFE and TPFE was performed after a mouse was injected with fluorescein intravenously. The excitation wavelength for TPFE imaging is 790 nm, which is the wavelength at the peak of the two-photon excitation spectrum of fluorescein. At 88 m deep, TPFE shows the sharp gland structure of the mouse intestine and goblet cells in the gland, as shown in Fig.  1͑b3͒ . On the other hand, the structure of the gland in the OPFE section image, as shown in Fig. 1͑a3͒ , becomes blurred and no goblet cell can be identified in the gland. The gland structure of TPFE imaging starts to be blurred at 132 m deep, as displayed in Fig. 1͑b4͒ , but is still clearer than the OPFE image, as shown in Fig. 1͑a4͒ . At 176 m deep, the gland structure can still be identified in the section image from TPFE, as illustrated in Fig. 1͑b5͒ , while it can not be observed in the section image from OPFE, as shown in Fig.  1͑a5͒ . In OPFE and TPFE imaging, both unscattered and scattered illumination photons can contribute to fluorescence emission. However, two-photon fluorescence produced by the scattered illumination photons exhibits a lower signal level than one-photon fluorescence. The stronger suppression of the contributions from scattered illumination offers TPFE an advantage in image resolution. 24 The histological images of the mouse large intestine at surface, 44 m, 88 m, 132 m, and 176 m under the mouse intestine epithelium are shown in Figs. 1͑c1͒ to 1͑c5͒ . The images display a similar gland structure. However, goblet cells are difficult to identify from the histological images.
For 3-D imaging, the image sectioning mechanism of the OPFE and TPFE systems is different. [14] [15] [16] The OPFE system uses the core of a fiber as a pinhole to block the fluorescence signal coming from the out-of-focus region to realize section imaging. The size of the core of the fiber determines how thin each section can be. Here, the mode field diameter of the fiber OPFE usesd is 5.3 m. On the other hand, the TPFE system is based on nonlinear processes, and fluorescence can generate only at the focal spot where it has a high power density. How thin each section of image can be is determined by the focus spot size along the axial direction. The numerical aperture ͑NA͒ of TPFE is 0.35. The lens in TPFE accurately corrects image aberration and realizes a diffraction-limited focus spot. 11 To compare the optical sectioning ability of OPFE and TPFE, we measure their axial response of a thin layer of 4-diethylaminobenzylidene-malononitrile ͑DABM͒ dye, as shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The results are averages of 10 independent measurements. TPFE shows a narrower axial response than that of OPFE. The full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of the intensity profile for TPFE and OPFE is 10 m and 14 m, respectively. Therefore TPFE has a higher sectioning ability.
On the other hand, the axial response of a layer of thick mouse intestine tissue ͑ Ͼ 2 mm͒ by the TPFE system and the OPFE system is different. Figure 2͑b͒ displays the axial response of a thick layer of mouse intestine by TPFE and OPFE. The mouse intestine tissue was harvested from the mouse immediately after it was injected with fluorescein intravenously ͑tail vein injection͒. The optical power on the tissue for TPFE and OPFE is 30 mW and 20 W. As shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ , the left side from the peak of the response curve is the fluorescence response from the top of the murine intestinal epithelium by TPFE and OPFE, where TPFE and OPFE show similar responses. The right side from the peak of the response curve in Fig. 2͑b͒ is the fluorescence response from the underneath of the murine intestinal epithelium by TPFE and OPFE, where TPFE has higher fluorescence intensity at each depth under the murine intestinal epithelium. Because the 790-nm excitation laser beam that TPFE uses suffers less loss from the absorption and Rayleigh scattering than that of the 488-nm excitation laser beam that OPFE uses, the dropping of the TPFE signal is slower than that of the OPFE signal under the murine intestinal epithelium.
In addition, TPFE also shows less photobleaching during imaging. Figure 3 shows the OPFE and TPFE images of the mouse intestine at first scanning, after scanning for 5 min, and after scanning for 10 min. Figures 3͑a͒-3͑c͒ are the OPFE images where the excitation laser power to the mouse intestine is 220 W. Compared with Fig. 3͑a͒, Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑c͒ become obviously darker. The exposure of the excitation laser beam on the mouse intestine causes photobleaching of the fluorescein, and thus the OPFE images of the intestine become darker. The OPFE image of the mouse intestine after scanning for 10 min, as displayed in Fig. 3͑c͒ , is darker than that after scanning for 5 min, as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The longer the exposure time, the more severerly the OPFE system suffers from photobleaching. Figures 3͑d͒-3͑f͒ are the OPFE images of the mouse intestine while the excitation laser power is 440 W. Comparing with Figs. 3͑a͒-3͑c͒, the OPFE images become darker with the increase of the excitation laser power for the same scanning time. Therefore, the high excitation laser power causes high photobleaching in OPFE imaging. On the other hand, the brightness of TPFE images, as shown in Figs. 3͑g͒-3͑i͒ , does not show an obvious change after scanning for 5 and 10 min, even if the excitation laser power is at the maximum of the TPFE output power of 38 mW. Therefore, TPFE imaging has much less photobleaching than OPFE imaging.
The fluorescence intensity of OPFE and TPFE images after different numbers of scans is measured. Figure 4 is the normalized fluorescence intensity of OPFE and TPFE images ͑normalized to the peak fluorescence intensity͒ after different numbers of scanning. As shown in Fig. 4 , the fluorescence intensity of the OPFE images drops quickly after scanning. After 208 scan times, the fluorescence intensity of the OPFE image is half that in the first scan if the excitation laser power is 220 W. As the excitation laser power increases to 220 W, it takes only 126 scan times-for the fluorescence intensity of the OPFE image to become half of that in the first scan. Alternatively, the fluorescence intensity of the TPFE im- age is stable even when the excitation laser power is at the maximum of the TPFE output power of 38 mW and the sample has been scanned for 900 scan times. The fluorescence intensity and the photobleaching rate for OPFE have a linear dependence on the excitation laser power. On the other hand, the fluorescence intensity for TPFE is dependent on the square of the excitation laser power, and the photobleaching rate is dependent on the cube of the excitation laser power. 25 Therefore, TPFE is less efficient in generating fluorescence and even less effective in photobleaching.
In summary, the capacity of OPFE and TPFE for 3-D imaging of goblet cells is necessary for them to be utilized in early diagnoses of gastric cancers. First, experiments reveal that both OPFE and TPFE can achieve 176-m penetration depths in 3-D imaging. However, TPFE shows higher resolution and contrast of the sectioned image at different depths. Second, TPFE has higher sectioning ability than that of OPFE. If the excitation power is fixed, TPFE shows a larger penetration depth. Third, although TPFE uses a higher power of excitation light, TPFE shows much less photobleaching and photodamaging to mouse intestine even with power more than 170 times higher than that of OPFE. Therefore, for diagnoses of a premalignant stage of gastric cancers, TPFE has shown more advantages than OPFE.
